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        BIOSYNTHESIS 

Photosynthesis not used in respiration is utilized in the production of a 

variety of complex compounds through a series of to synthetic 

reactions. These chemical reaction essentially involves the conversion 

of relatively simple soluble foods into complex, insoluble constituent 

of all system under the catalysis of numerous kinds of enzymes. Same 

of the glucose is converted to a made range of structural and energy 

reserve carbohydrate and CHO derivatives which are important in the 

organization of new cells and tree growth.  

The disaccharide (sucrose) and polysaccharide (starch) form the two 

most important types of CHO easily utilized as food and energy 

reserves. In many plants they are form quickly and directly from the 

glucose produced in photosynthesis. Sucrose in formed by a 

contamination of glucose – 6- phosphate and glucopyranose – 6 – 

phosphate in the presence of a condensing enzymes and Uridine 

triphosphate.  

Starch is essentially a long chain condensation product which can be 

formed from glucose – 1 phosphate molecules by the action of the 

enzymes – starch phospherylase or other enzymes.  

Starch forms the most important storage CHO in tree cells and it is 

especially important in trees that coppice as it is easily converted to 

soluble glucose for easy translocation to and from storage organs.the 

structural CHO formed some of the photosynthesis plug vital roles in 

plants in providing their cells with strength.  

Cellulose, the structural polysaccharide of the cell wall is a glucose. 

During the large amounts of cellulose are rapidly synthesized 

indicating that cellulose synthesis is a very important aspect of the 

chemistry of tree growth. The mechanization cellulose synthesis is not 

fully known, although information is fast acculative in cellulose 



synthesis and to involvement all wall formation (Bartes and Hussid, 

1965; Ordin and Hall, 1968; flower et al 1968, Hassid 1967, Rampart, 

1970).  

Some of the photosynthesis is converted into oils, fats, waxes, stegols 

etc. Fats are formed through the etherification of unsaturated fatty 

acids and glycerol all produced through the biochemical break down 

of carbohydrates waxes occur in the article differ from fats and oils in 

that glycerol is replaced by monohydric or dihydric alcohols in their 

synthesis fatty acids are also further condensed to produce a wax-like 

substance, suberin, also found in the epidemis of trees.  

Source of the photosynthesis is used in the synthesis of protein a 

colloidal compound of high molecules weight and very complex 

chemical composition which forms the bulk of the living substance 

known as protoplasm. 

 Its complexity within the understanding, all proteins however contain 

certain hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen and source also contain 

phosphorus or sulphur.  

Essentially protein are synthesized by combining glucose molecules 

with certain compounds containing nitrogen and hydrogen to form 

amino-acid and their subsequent condensation to form complex 

proteins.  

The complex series of reactions involved appear to fall into three 

major steps: the reduction of nitrate-nitrogen to ammonium nitrogen, 

the reaction of sugars with the ammonium compound to form amino 

acids and the condensation of the amino acids to form protein.  

 NO3 – N   reduction     NH4-N + (sugar)    enzymes    Amino acid  

condensation   Protein      

    enzymes          

  

Assimilation: The dry matter which is incorporation into the structure 

of both protoplasm and cell walls during growth comes almost 



entirely from the net photosynthesis. The process whereby food are 

utilized in the building of protoplasm and cell walls by existing 

protoplasm is called assimilation.  

Assimilation is an integral part of growth and there is concentrated in 

the meristematic region such as the cumtium and root and shoot tips. 

The simple sugars translocated to these regions are converted into 

cellulose, pestic compounds and lignin in new cell walls and the 

amino acids and amides into the protein framework of new 

protoplasm. 

 In these processes small amounts of fats, minerals nutrients and 

growth promoting substance are also used in association with a 

variety of enzymes.  

Translocation: The typical structural operation relating to 

translocation in yielding. This is removing the phylum and cumlium 

H2O and nutrient transport initially would not be affected because 

their transportation is through the xylem. After sentence the root dies 

because movement of manufactured food from leaves is blocked. The 

phylum is made up of sieve tribe and carpanous cells is living nucleus 

through which transportation manufactured food takes places. Both 

companies cells and sieve fate original from the same cell. The 

phloem fabric in also used for support, while the phloem 

pregenchyyma are used for both storage and support. Analysis to the 

sieve fate shorts that the solute contains sucrose, starch, some amino 

acids, phosphate and nitrogen compounds.  

 Water uptake and loss in individual plant  

It is generally known that liquid water moves from soil into root cells 

along a gradient of decreasing water potential (Spatyer 1967). 

However, the availability of soil water could either by static or 

dynamic (Blank et al 1974). The static availability of soil water to 

plant root is determined by the potential of soil water in the boundary 

layer surrounding the roots. The total potential of soil water may have 

other components such as the matrix potential, pressure potential due 

to external pressure grantational potential due to elevation and 



osmotic potential of sort solution. Matrix potential of soil expresses 

by its negation value a decrease of water potential composed with tree 

give water on the interface surfaces of the soil structure.  

Being the most important of all, the values of matrix potential are 

taken as values of total water potential of a soil as a tauter influencing 

plant growth.  

The dynamic availability of water to plant roots or the quantitative 

features of the uptake is determined by the rate of water movement 

through the soil toward the absorbing roots and the absolute amount 

in the soil rhizosphere that immediately surrounding them. It is also 

determined by the rate of root growth and rate of renal of action 

absorption  surface (Blank et al 1974).  

As transpiration from a plant root in initially wet soil proceeds from 

day to day, if progressively reduces soil water content and soil water 

potentials. 

Since there must be a gradient of decreasing potential through the 

waters pathway from soil to atmosphere to provide the driving force 

for water flood, there is also a convenient  machine in plant water 

potential and plant water contention and consequently an internal 

water design develops which involves in magnitude with time (Kiuoru 

1969). 


